Saturday, February 07, 2015

12:39 PM

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl
33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to
InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD
women!
CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar
Index-2 I edited it the web is fixed up nicely...

850 pages moved to this web link
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html
Greg's YouTube Video reposted
inventsomething@live.com
2-7-2015 Mary... I said, atoms of alcohol in your blood, STOP
she said. One in about every 6400 hydrogen atoms is
deuterium, difference increases the strength of water's
hydrogen-oxygen bonds...
2-7-2015 Mary... Why? Your 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators
didn't build a Trillion ElectricWindmillFord Escorts... and
Super Shuttle's, they are Wine-O's!
Sandy Beach + Challenger Soul-searching; Mary's Thumbsdown as she is a Wine-O we have to reinvent as a sober star
travel inventor!
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travel inventor!

Challenger Soul-searching; Mary's Thumbs-down as she is a
Wine-O we have to reinvent as a sober star travel inventor!
2-7-2015 Mary... Pakistan Moslems used $777 Trillion from
the Pentagon to build 100 H-Bombs in 2014 when they
should have been building a Trillion ElectricWindmillFord
Escorts... Let Greg escort you, to Driver Training in Moslem
Saudi Arabia + Pakistan! "ISIS Declares Air strike Killed
Kayla Mueller a U.S. Hostage" By RUKMINI CALLIMACHI and
RICK GLADSTONE NY Times. 777 Christians have been killed
by Pakistan and Nigeria Oil Rich Moslems since the French
Cartoon Attack and the NY Times reports on 4 killed by ISIS
not the 777 SWF killed by Oil Rich Moslems in Nigeria, Why?
Because Your 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators didn't build a
Trillion ElectricWindmillFord Escorts...
2-7-2015 Mary... Why? Your 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators
didn't build a Trillion ElectricWindmillFord Escorts... and
Super Shuttle's, they are Wine-O's!
2-7-2015 Mary... Mary's New Peripheral Awareness... Elite
Performance driver training by Greg for cirrhosis and Breast
Cancer! Mary, is Inspired to "Re-Invent Herself" as the
"American Sniper" Not the American Inventor of 1,001 Nobles
in Medicine a year. Why? 1984 II Numb Nuts building a
Trillion ElectricWindmillFord Escorts...
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Trillion ElectricWindmillFord Escorts...

Soul-searching is now Alien-searching; Brainstorming
Inventions to Hear + See Aliens before Mom dies at 92. Greg
just saved Mary's life twice, cirrohis and Breast Cancer!

Greg just saved Mary's life twice. Frantic she gave Dr. Nancy a
Bar Room Fight video to watch at 1984 II HQ.
2-7-2015 Mary... 1984 II State of the Arts "Dash Cam" on all
2014 Model Cars.... Why? 1984 II Numb Nuts building a
Trillion ElectricWindmillFord Escorts... Woman hit, driver
flees BY ADAM LINHARDT Citizen Staff
alinhardt@keysnews.com A person was struck by a vehicle
Friday morning on Big Pine Key, marking the second such
incident on the Lower Keys island in about a month, other
person left dead on the side of the road. There must be
trillions of hit and runs since the 1980 invention of the
ElectricWindmillCar!! Time for 1984 III MD Women
Dictators! Women who can drive and install a State of the
Arts Dash Cam and Laser Guidance System on Ford Escorts!
Sandy Beach on all 52 Nearest Planets too I sense this Key
West! "52 Nearest Stars Invent a way to hear and see their
Aliens and I sense there are Aliens at all 52 Stars - Not our
1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators
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1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators

Challenger Soul-searching; Mary's Thumbs-down as she is a
Wine-O we have to reinvent as a sober star travel inventor!
2-7-2015 Mary... I said, difference increases the strength of
water's hydrogen-oxygen bonds... "American Sniper Bonds
are # of women + children shot and # of Nobles Invented.
Difference in the types of "American Snipers" building a
Trillion ElectricWindmillFord Escorts...
2-7-2015 Mary... Mary's New Peripheral Awareness "Test..."
DuPont Lane behind Bourbon 801 a trillion blow jobs then
they dance for Mary! HIV or Syphilis or STD. 1984 II Top Brass
know this but don't let Orwellian Mary Know. Why? 1984 II
Numb Nutsbuilding a Trillion ElectricWindmillFord Escorts...
Sandy Beach on all 52 Nearest Planets too I sense this Key
West! "52 Nearest Stars Invent a way to hear and see their
Aliens and I sense there are Aliens at all 52 Stars - Not our
1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators
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1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators

Challenger Soul-searching; Mary's Thumbs-down as she is a
Wine-O we have to reinvent as a sober star travel inventor!
2-7-2015 Elite Performance driver training by Greg for
cirrhosis and Breast Cancer! Mary, is Inspired to "Re-Invent
Herself" as the "American Sniper" Not the American Inventor
of 1,001 Nobles in Medicine a year. Why? 1984 II Numb Nuts!
Difference in the types of "American Snipers". War on Cancer,
War on Earth!
2-7-2015 Sue + Mary's other girl friends will let her die from
cirrhosis and Breast Cancer! HIV Test for Mary's 801 Bourbon
Drag Queens but no cirrhosis and Breast Cancer testing for
Mary! Psychopath... stage 3 she will be a stage 4 psychopath
after "American Sniper" movie comes to the Tropic Cinema!
Sandy Beach on all 52 Nearest Planets too I sense this Key
West! "52 Nearest Stars Invent a way to hear and see their
Aliens and I sense there are Aliens at all 52 Stars - Not our
1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators
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1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators

Challenger Soul-searching; Mary's Thumbs-down as she is a
Wine-O we have to reinvent as a sober star travel inventor!
2-7-2015 Mary, is Inspired to "Re-Invent Herself" as the
"American Sniper" Not the American Inventor of 1,001 Nobles
in Medicine a year. 39 Steps Little Room Jazz Bar + Bourbon
801 she points and shoots Moslems with 72 Virgins. Mary's
gun is her finger but in her mind she has many kills. She
wants to see the Movie American Sniper at the Tropic
Cinema! Not at the other theatre. Paris will be burned to the
ground by Pakistan Moslems via Pentagon money for
terrorists they used to double their H-Bombs last year 2014.
Stupid Criminals sucker punched Mary at the Gas Station
hold up and Stupid War Criminals will get Paris burned to
the ground by Pakistan! WW III and 1984 II our only WinWin is with the 1984 III MD Women Dictator taking the place
of our 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators who are mostly "OJ"
Clones, Psychopaths. Yale Medical School will testify against
all the so called Dr. Kissingers who are white + black but
Psychopaths in Society. 39 Steps Little Room Jazz Bar +
Bourbon 801 classify the HIV + Cirrohis they give Mary,
between the shows and glasses of wine. Wine-O are the Oldest
Profession, Prostitutes at Yale are Legal on the New Campus
as the Yale President is not a MD. Coup via the Yale Medical
School will bankrupt Yale University for passing OJ's who
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School will bankrupt Yale University for passing OJ's who
really didn't pass. Really! This is a 1984 II Society soon to be
a 1984 III Society that Moves Homeland Security out of the
Social Security Offices and into the Homes of Wives who
Husbands are on their way home from Iraq Wars ready to
kill them same as the women sucker punched at the gas
station hold up! Mary!

Sandy Beach on all 52 Nearest Planets too I sense this Key
West! "52 Nearest Stars Invent a way to hear and see their
Aliens and I sense there are Aliens at all 52 Stars - Not our
1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators

Challenger Soul-searching; Mary's Thumbs-down as she is a
Wine-O we have to reinvent as a sober star travel inventor!
2-7-2015 Mary... Greg; NOT Mary, is Inspired to "Invent" the
"American Sniper" building a Trillion ElectricWindmillFord
Escorts...
2-7-2015 Mary... Harold Urey discovered the isotope
deuterium in 1931 and was later able to concentrate it in
water. Urey's mentor Gilbert Newton Lewis isolated the first
sample of pure heavy water by electrolysis in 1933. Deuterium
is not radioactive), and is due to deuterium's action in
generally inhibiting cell division. It is more toxic to
malignant cells than normal cells but the concentrations
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malignant cells than normal cells but the concentrations
needed are too high for regular use.[30] As in chemotherapy

Sandy Beach on all 52 Nearest Planets too I sense this Key
West! "52 Nearest Stars Invent a way to hear and see their
Aliens and I sense there are Aliens at all 52 Stars - Not our
1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators

Challenger Soul-searching; Mary's Thumbs-down as she is a
Wine-O we have to reinvent as a sober star travel inventor!
2-7-2015 Mary... Oral doses of heavy water in the range of
several grams, as well as heavy oxygen 18O, are routinely
used in human metabolic experiments. See doubly labeled
water testing. Since one in about every 6400 hydrogen atoms
is deuterium, a 50 kg human containing 32 kg of body
water would normally contain enough deuterium (about
1.1 gram) to make 5.5 grams of pure heavy water, so roughly
this dose is required to double the amount of deuterium in
the body.
Sandy Beach on all 52 Nearest Planets too I sense this Key
West! "52 Nearest Stars Invent a way to hear and see their
Aliens and I sense there are Aliens at all 52 Stars - Not our
1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators
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Challenger Soul-searching; Mary's Thumbs-down as she is a
Wine-O we have to reinvent as a sober star travel inventor!
2-7-2015 Mary... An alternative process,[37] patented by
Graham M. Keyser, uses lasers to selectively dissociate
deuterated hydrofluorocarbons to form deuterium fluoride,
which can then be separated by physical means.
2-7-2015 Mary... Pakistan's academic scientists to build the
atomic bomb for national survival.[11] At the Multan
meeting, Bhutto also appointed Munir Ahmad Khan as
chairman of Pakistan Atomic Energy Commission (PAEC),
who, until then, had been working as Director at the
nuclear power and Reactor Division of the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), in Vienna, Austria. In
December 1972, Abdus Salam led the establishment of
Theoretical Physics Group (TPG) as he called scientists
working at ICTP to report to Munir Ahmad Khan. This
marked the beginning of Pakistan's pursuit of nuclear
deterrence capability. Following India's surprise nuclear
test, codenamed Smiling Buddha in 1974, the first
confirmed nuclear test by a nation outside the permanent
five members of the United Nations Security Council, the
goal to develop nuclear weapons received considerable
impetus.[12]
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impetus.[12]

Sandy Beach on all 52 Nearest Planets too I sense this Key
West! "52 Nearest Stars Invent a way to hear and see their
Aliens and I sense there are Aliens at all 52 Stars - Not our
1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators

Challenger Soul-searching; Mary's Thumbs-down as she is a
Wine-O we have to reinvent as a sober star travel inventor!
2-7-2015 Mary... Finally, on 28 May 1998, a few weeks after
India's second nuclear test (Operation Shakti), Pakistan
detonated five nuclear devices in the Ras Koh Hills in the
Chagai district, Balochistan. This operation was named
Chagai-I by Pakistan, the underground iron-steel tunnel
having been long-constructed by provincial martial law
administrator General Rahimuddin Khan during the 1980s.
The last test of Pakistan was conducted at the sandy Kharan
Desert under the codename Chagai-II, also in Balochistan,
on 30 May 1998. Pakistan's fissile material production takes
place at Nilore, Kahuta, and Khushab/Jauharabad, where
weapons-grade plutonium is refined. Pakistan thus became
the seventh country in the world to successfully develop and
test nuclear weapons.
2-7-2015 Mary... Estimates of Pakistan's stockpile of nuclear
warheads vary. The most recent analysis, published in the
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warheads vary. The most recent analysis, published in the
Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists in 2010, estimates that
Pakistan has 70–90 nuclear warheads.[80] In 2001, the U.S.based Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) estimated
that Pakistan had built 24–48 HEU-based nuclear warheads
with HEU reserves for 30–52 additional warheads.[81][82] In
2003, the U.S. Navy Center for Contemporary Conflict
estimated that Pakistan possessed between 35 and 95
nuclear warheads, with a median of 60.[83] In 2003, the
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace estimated a
stockpile of approximately 50 weapons. By contrast, in 2000,
U.S. military and intelligence sources estimated that
Pakistan's nuclear arsenal may be as large as 100
warheads.[84]

Sandy Beach on all 52 Nearest Planets too I sense this Key
West! "52 Nearest Stars Invent a way to hear and see their
Aliens and I sense there are Aliens at all 52 Stars - Not our
1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators

Challenger Soul-searching; Mary's Thumbs-down as she is a
Wine-O we have to reinvent as a sober star travel inventor!
2-7-2015 Mary... The actual size of Pakistan's nuclear
stockpile is hard for experts to gauge owing to the extreme
secrecy which surrounds the program in Pakistan. However,
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secrecy which surrounds the program in Pakistan. However,
in 2007, retired Pakistan Army's Brigadier-General Feroz
Khan, previously second in command at the Strategic Arms
Division of Pakistan Military told a Pakistani newspaper
that Pakistan had "about 80 to 120 genuine warheads."[85]
[86]

2-7-2015 Mary... Pakistan tested plutonium capability in the
sixth nuclear test, codename Chagai-II, on 30 May 1998 at
Kharan Desert.
2-7-2015 Mary... The critical mass of a bare mass sphere of
90% enriched uranium-235 is 52 kg. Correspondingly, the
critical mass of a bare mass sphere of plutonium-239 is 8–10
kg. The bomb that destroyed Hiroshima used 60 kg of U-235
while the Nagasaki Pu bomb used only 6 kg of Pu-239. Since
all Pakistani bomb designs are implosion-type weapons, they
will typically use between 15–25 kg of U-235 for their cores.
Reducing the amount of U-235 in cores from 60 kg in guntype devices to 25 kg in implosion devices is only possible by
using good neutron reflector/tamper material such as
beryllium metal, which increases the weight of the bomb.
And the uranium, like plutonium, is only usable in the core
of a bomb in metallic form.
2-7-2015 Mary... However, only 2–4 kg of plutonium is needed
for the same device that would need 20–25 kg of U-235.
Additionally, a few grams of tritium (a by-product of
plutonium production reactors and thermonuclear fuel)
can increase the overall yield of the bombs by a factor of
three to four. "The sixth Pakistan nuclear test, codename
Chagai-II, (30 May 1998) at Kharan Desert was a successful
test of a sophisticated, compact, but powerful bomb designed
to be carried by missiles. A whole range and variety of
weapons using Pu-239 can be easily built, both for aircraft
delivery and especially for missiles (in which U-235 cannot
be used). So if Pakistan wants to be a nuclear power with an
operational weapon capability, both first and second strike,
based on assured strike platforms like ballistic and cruise
missiles (unlike aircraft), the only solution is with
plutonium, which has been the first choice of every country
that built a nuclear arsenal.
2-7-2015 Mary... Pakistan Moslems used $777 Trillion from
the Pentagon to build 100 H-Bombs in 2014 when they
should have been building a Trillion ElectricWindmillFord
Escorts... Let Greg escort you, to Driver Training in Moslem
Saudi Arabia + Pakistan!

2-7-2015 Mary... 1984 II State of the Arts "Dash Cam" on all
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2-7-2015 Mary... 1984 II State of the Arts "Dash Cam" on all
2014 Model Cars.... Woman hit, driver flees BY ADAM
LINHARDT Citizen Staff alinhardt@keysnews.com A person
was struck by a vehicle Friday morning on Big Pine Key,
marking the second such incident on the Lower Keys island
in about a month, according to the Florida Highway Patrol.
Darline Pointer, 36, of Summerland Key, was walking
northbound on the east side shoulder of U.S. 1 with her two
children in an area with little or no lighting when she was
struck at 6:45 a.m., said FHP Lt. Kathy McKinney. The vehicle,
identified as a truck, continued northbound. Pointer was
airlifted to Ryder Trauma Center in Miami where she was
listed in good condition Friday afternoon, McKinney said.
The children were not injured in the crash, she added. Their
ages were not released. Monroe County Sheriff's Office
deputies stopped the Toyota Tacoma pickup at Mile Marker
47 on U.S. 1 a short time later. The driver, whose name was
not released because he is a juvenile, was arrested and faces
charges of leaving the scene of a crash with serious bodily
injury. Other charges are pending the investigation,
McKinney said. There were no reports of any other vehicles
involved. On Jan. 3, sheriff's office deputies found Scott Allen
Foultz, 29, of Big Pine Key, unconscious at 10:34 p.m. on First
Street near Avenue A after receiving reports of an injured
man on the side of the road. Foultz was taken to Fishermen's
Hospital, where he was pronounced dead. Troopers reported
identifying a suspect vehicle in that case, but have yet to
make an arrest as of Friday. The FHP has declined to
comment on what led troopers to the vehicle and the people
who have been interviewed, citing the ongoing
investigation. Troopers ask anyone with information about
Foultz's death to call FHP Cpl. Cliff Fisher at 305-470-2500

2-6-2015 Mary... Greg; NOT Mary, is Inspired to "Invent" the
"American Sniper" of the 1980 ElectricWindmillCar Era!
Sandy Beach on all 52 Nearest Planets too I sense this Key
West! "52 Nearest Stars Invent a way to hear and see their
Aliens and I sense there are Aliens at all 52 Stars - Not our
1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators
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1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators

Challenger Soul-searching; Mary's Thumbs-down as she is a
Wine-O we have to reinvent as a sober star travel inventor!
Soul-searching is now Alien-searching; Brainstorming
Inventions to Hear + See Aliens before Mom dies at 92. Greg
just saved Mary's life twice, cirrhosis and Breast Cancer!

Greg just saved Mary's life twice. Frantic she gave Dr. Nancy a
Bar Room Fight video to watch at 1984 II HQ.
2-6-2015 Mary... HIV and Syphilis... Mary can use this "Test"
on her travels on the Duval Bars + Drag Show treks as 99% of
some groups have HIV or Syphilis or STD. 1984 II Top Brass
know this but don't let Orwellian Mary Know. Out Back on
DuPont Lane behind Bourbon 801 a trillion blow jobs then
they dance for Mary and she has no idea they dream of her...
maybe, maybe not but they didn't wash up... grin. $34
Smartphone Dongle Lets Anyone Anywhere Test. Futuristic
DUI Test will also be a HIV + STD test when Dr. Nancy is the
Top Cop in our 1984 II Society.$34 Smartphone Dongle Lets
Anyone Anywhere Test anyone for HIV and Syphilis. A
smartphone attachment can detect HIV and syphilis in a
flash. The device, or dongle, performs an enzyme-linked
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flash. The device, or dongle, performs an enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay (ELISA) using power from the phone.
The dongle can also be attached to a computer. The dongle
can test for the HIV antibody, treponemal-specific antibody
for syphilis, and nontreponemal antibody for active syphilis
infection.

Soul-searching is now Alien-searching; Brainstorming
Inventions to Hear + See Aliens before Mom dies at 92. Greg
just saved Mary's life twice, cirrhosis and Breast Cancer!

Greg just saved Mary's life twice. Frantic she gave Dr. Nancy a
Bar Room Fight video to watch at 1984 II HQ.
2-5-2015 By Jan Hoffman NY Times 19K SWF murdered, large
percent because of S.T.D. and Jan didn't write this in the
story... Why? Because the OJ's don't want "Mary" there are 100
Million "Mary's" alive today many have "Been There - Done
That!!" 4 MD Wives Coup will change the WRITING STYLE IN
THE NY TIMES!! "S.T.D. Care for Two" By Jan Hoffman NY
Times. A “partner pack” is a method of delivering
medication for STDs to partners of diagnosed patients.Credit
David Ryder for The New York Recently, while William, 21,
was manning the chicken-wing fryer at a fast-food
restaurant in suburban Seattle, he pulled aside his sort-of
girlfriend, 18, a pizza deliverer there. He had bad news. He
had tested positive for gonorrhea and chlamydia. That
meant she was very likely infected. Loud, insult-fueled crossaccusations ensued. But the conversation did not
disintegrate, as might otherwise be expected. That is because
William, who asked to be identified by his middle name to
protect his privacy, was able to include some good news. The
sort-of girlfriend — his term — would not need to face the
hassle and embarrassment of being tested. His clinic had
issued prescriptions for them both; William himself could
give her the antibiotics. For free. Immediately. She scoffed
but grabbed the pills. After work, she even offered him a ride
home
Soul-searching is now Alien-searching; Brainstorming
Inventions to Hear + See Aliens before Mom dies at 92. Greg
just saved Mary's life twice, cirrhosis and Breast Cancer!

Greg just saved Mary's life twice. Frantic she gave Dr. Nancy a
Bar Room Fight video to watch at 1984 II HQ.
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Bar Room Fight video to watch at 1984 II HQ.

2-6-2015 NY Times Correction... Under the Rule of the French
Gov Owned Total Oil Company Nigeria is "Hell" - "Nigeria,
Massacres Led at the Whim of Boko Haram" By ADAM
NOSSITER NY Times Refugees fleeing the horror in parts of
northern Nigeria describe a grim world of punishment,
abduction, forced marriage and casually meted-out death
under the rule of Boko Haram militants. Under the Rule of
the French Gov Owned Total Oil Company Nigeria is "Hell".
2-6-2015 Mary... Greg; NOT Mary, is Inspired to "Invent" the
"American Sniper" of the 1980 ElectricWindmillCar Era!
2-6-2015 Mary... Greg; NOT Mary, is Inspired to "Invent" the
"American Sniper" of the 1980 ElectricWindmillCar Era!
Soul-searching is now Alien-searching; Brainstorming
Inventions to Hear + See Aliens before Mom dies at 92. Greg
just saved Mary's life twice, cirrhosis and Breast Cancer!

Greg just saved Mary's life twice. Frantic she gave Dr. Nancy a
Bar Room Fight video to watch at 1984 II HQ.

2-6-2015 NY Times Correction... as Julie knows "OJ" from
Africa and "OJ's" at Yale Medical School who really didn't
pass kill 19K SWF a year, "Coming To the USA" to rape and
murder SWF as a OJ Cloned by Obama and Caroline
Kennedy! "Genital Cutting Cases Seen More as Immigration
Rises" By JULIE TURKEWITZ NY Times As the number of
African immigrants in the United States has grown, so too
has the number of women living in the country who have
undergone genital cutting. 1984 II invented in the USA by
Psychopathic Dictators.
Soul-searching is now Alien-searching; Brainstorming
Inventions to Hear + See Aliens before Mom dies at 92. Greg
just saved Mary's life twice, cirrhosis and Breast Cancer!

Greg just saved Mary's life twice. Frantic she gave Dr. Nancy a
Bar Room Fight video to watch at 1984 II HQ.
2-6-2015 Mary... Greg; NOT Mary, is Inspired to "Invent" the
"American Sniper" of the 1980 ElectricWindmillCar Era!

2-6-2015 Mary... Greg; NOT Mary, is Inspired to "Invent" the
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2-6-2015 Mary... Greg; NOT Mary, is Inspired to "Invent" the
"American Sniper" of the 1980 ElectricWindmillCar Era!

2-6-2015 NY Times Correction... NY Times suppressed
invention written up on this web 100's of times. Dr. Nancy
Snydermans... "if it works put it in the H2O"
2-6-2015 "if it works put it in the H2O" Pfizer Article below,
$5,000 a month for Breast Cancer Rx... Oil's $777 Trillion
kickback here as Pfizer will LEAK it... it our 1984 II Numb
Nuts Dictators don't let Pfizer make $777 Trillion in profits
off vaccinations and Breast Cancer Rx. Dr. Nancy + Greg will
get a Rx Godsent Cure for Stage 4 BC and put it in the
water... as this is our "Invention Project" and the CIA will
have to hack all of Pfizer's database for Dr. Nancy + Greg to
crunch at Los Alamos as the H-Bomb American Snipers are
needed, Not for Inspiration but killing. Mary the first year I
knew her I had a home and printer. I printed 50 pages of
notes 4 to a page 8 both sides on legal paper. Mary read over
these notes for a year our first year talking. So few months
ago I told Mary her job when Married will be get and print
50 pages of Notes... she rolled her eyes! So after the Bar Room
Tantrum at the Hotel La concha she quit the "Godsent Cure
for Stage 4" she might have second regrets... when sober!
Invention Project to sober up 100 million Wine-O's will be
one of Dr. Nancy + Greg's Nobels!!
Soul-searching is now Alien-searching; Brainstorming
Inventions to Hear + See Aliens before Mom dies at 92. Greg
just saved Mary's life twice, cirrhosis and Breast Cancer!

Greg just saved Mary's life twice. Frantic she gave Dr. Nancy a
Bar Room Fight video to watch at 1984 II HQ.
50 Pages of Notes in the History of Mary + Greg....
50 Pages of Notes in the History of Mary + Greg.... 13.8billion-year history of the cosmos, and 4 MD Wives Coup to
start Star Travels after MIT War Toys Drones destroyed every
Super Shuttle before it was built. H @ -254 C would dominate
15 Billion people on Earth as 1 Trillion cans made by NASA
are required for the Start of Star Travels. hydrogen gas that
dominated the Universe in the aftermath of the Big Bang
was then re-energised by the ignition of the first stars.
50 Pages of Notes in the History of Mary + Greg....
Soul-searching is now Alien-searching; Brainstorming
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Soul-searching is now Alien-searching; Brainstorming
Inventions to Hear + See Aliens before Mom dies at 92. Greg
just saved Mary's life twice, cirrhosis and Breast Cancer!

Greg just saved Mary's life twice. Frantic she gave Dr. Nancy a
Bar Room Fight video to watch at 1984 II HQ.
Earlier observations of this radiation had suggested the first
generation of stars were bursting into life by about 420
million years after the Big Bang. Planck's new data now
indicates this great ignition was well established by some
560 million years after it all got going. "This difference of
140 million years might not seem that significant in the
context of the 13.8-billion-year history of the cosmos, but
proportionately it's actually a very big change in our
understanding of how certain key events progressed at the
earliest epochs," said Prof George Efstathiou, one of the
leaders of the Planck Science Collaboration.
Soul-searching is now Alien-searching; Brainstorming
Inventions to Hear + See Aliens before Mom dies at 92. Greg
just saved Mary's life twice, cirrhosis and Breast Cancer!

Greg just saved Mary's life twice. Frantic she gave Dr. Nancy a
Bar Room Fight video to watch at 1984 II HQ.
2-6-2015 NY Times Correction... NY Times suppressed
invention written up on this web 100's of times. Dr. Nancy
Snydermans... "if it works put it in the H2O" to get all
Vaccines to work in water will take a $1 Trillion dollar New
Manhattan Project" the NY Times can't write about on the
Front Page or any page under our 1984 II Numb Nuts
Dictators. How to Handle the Vaccine Skeptics By SAAD B.
OMER NY Times Don’t try to punish them. Just make getting
an exemption harder. OMER is a "War Crimes" criminal and
mass murder of children. Pfizer is making a $15.2 billion bet
on the drug
From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/>
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